
 09/08/2022 Oxford University Press Result: Lost 
 Venue: Home  Format: 20/20 by 7 runs 

 Batsmen How Out Sixes Total 
 1 R. Stephenson LBW 0 44 
 2 A. Beavan Caught 0 35 
 3 T. Hornsey Stumped 0 4 
 4 S. Pehley Run Out 0 8 
 5 O. Walter Bowled 0 28 
 6 P. Jacobs Run Out 0 1 
 7 J. Ponsford Bowled 0 3 
 8 J. Walter Not Out 0 2 
 9 N.H.R. Wyatt Not Out 0 0 
 10 K.H. Whiter 0 0 
 11 K. Ponsford 0 0 
 Subtotal 125 
 Byes 0 
 Leg Byes 2 
 Wides 1 
 No Balls 1 
 Grand Total 129 
 for 7 wickets 

 Bowler Overs Mdns Runs Wkts Av. Econ. S.R. 
 1 N.H.R. Wyatt 4 0 30 0 0.00 7.50 0.00 
 2 J. Ponsford 4 0 28 0 0.00 7.00 0.00 
 3 K. Ponsford 4 0 27 2 13.50 6.75 12.00 
 4 K.H. Whiter 4 0 19 0 0.00 4.75 0.00 
 5 J. Walter 4 0 25 0 0.00 6.25 0.00 
 Subtotal 129 
 Byes 5 
 Leg Byes 2 
 Grand Total 136 
 for 3 wickets 

 Fielder Catches 
 O. Walter 1 

 Fielder Run Outs 
 J. Ponsford 1 
  
 
Match Report 

Oxford University Press burst the Isis bubble in this T20 encounter played on Brasenose.  Another hot sticky night started with the 
visiting captain calling right and Isis were sent into the field.  In the early exchanges OUP showed an attacking intent but rode their luck 
a bit.  Nick Wyatt was unlucky to see the opener Sharif dropped twice, firstly to a shot to mid-off and then edging behind.  That proved 
costly as the batsman went on to retire with 53 against his name towards the end of the innings.  While he batted steadily through the 
innings after that, his fellow opener Gibson scored a quick 22 before playing to point and being caught by Olly Walter from the bowling of 
Keith Ponsford, who later used his legendary knuckle-ball to remove Holford for 8.  But that brought in the formidable form of Heron, 
who took a few balls to settle before using his long levers to smite the ball to the boundary for a rapid 38.  But with Keith Whiter and Joe 
Walter doing well to reduce the scoring with pace off in the middle overs, OUP started to chase a bit and the big man was thankfully run 
out by Jon Ponsford, who ran around to extra cover to return a good throw to keeper Paul Jacobs and send him back after taking on a 
silly second run.  So Isis went in after 20 overs with OUP reaching 136 runs for the loss of 2 wickets, a competitive total indeed but with 
a strong batting line-up, one that Isis felt they could chase down.  All was going well in the Isis reply, with Rich Stephenson (44) and 
Alex Beavan (35) opening and scoring at about 7 per over from the start.  Your correspondent was feeling pretty confident with an 
unbeaten 43 on the board after six overs, and went off to Sainsbury’s to purchase after-match beers for his pop-up bar.  But returning 9 
overs later to a score of 95 for 3, it was clear that the home side were not having things all their own way.  The partnership was broken 
with 61 on the board, when Stephenson was adjudged LBW.  Tom Hornsey (4) was then stumped and Beavan caught in rapid 
succession, but at 95 for 3 after 14 Isis were still in the box-seat.  Olly Walter (28) did his best to keep the scoreboard ticking, but with 
six men on the boundary and facing some decent bowling, Isis were playing catch-up and Suk Pehlay (8) and later Paul Jacobs (1) were 
both run out doing the right thing to try and alleviate scoreboard pressure.  Isis needed 30 runs to win from 4 overs and when Walter 
was bowled in the 18th over there was still some hope with Jon Ponsford (3) jumping the queue.  But by now there was a mountain to 
climb and against such a defensive field he too fell, missing a full toss as he tried to find the boundary.  No shame in the loss; OUP 
played well and took advantage of the toss, posting what proved to be a winning total.   Isis made a valiant effort to chase down that 
total but fell a slightly frustrating 7 runs short at 129 for 7.  And that was that.  Onwards and upwards. 


